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Description

The FileList now requires the clipObj (clipboard object) to exist prior to executed the start method.

In custom extensions this might not always be the case.

The error does not happen in FileListController because there is clipboard object is created.

Either move the clipboard code or add a guard that does not use the clipboard for generation the icon list if no clipboard object is set.

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #48202: fileadmin and empty folder Closed 2013-05-15

Associated revisions

Revision f07f872e - 2013-06-19 21:51 - Philipp Gampe

[BUGFIX] Filelist: Only show paste buttons if clipObj is set

During introduction of the paste buttons for empty folders, I assumed

that the clipboard object is always set.

This might not be the case, e.g. in EXT:sphinx 4.0.0.

Wrap the paste button code with a check if the clibObj is set.

We can not set the clibObj here, because it depends on variables of the

calling class.

Resolves: #48603

Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0

Change-Id: I2c7c322c9cb994cfdfa1511c96e8c7da143dc77a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/21131

Reviewed-by: Alexander Opitz

Tested-by: Alexander Opitz

Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn

Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

Revision f59efeee - 2013-06-19 21:53 - Philipp Gampe

[BUGFIX] Filelist: Only show paste buttons if clipObj is set

During introduction of the paste buttons for empty folders, I assumed

that the clipboard object is always set.

This might not be the case, e.g. in EXT:sphinx 4.0.0.

Wrap the paste button code with a check if the clibObj is set.

We can not set the clibObj here, because it depends on variables of the

calling class.

Resolves: #48603

Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0

Change-Id: I2c7c322c9cb994cfdfa1511c96e8c7da143dc77a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/21514

Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
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Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

Revision 0760e9f7 - 2013-06-19 21:54 - Philipp Gampe

[BUGFIX] Filelist: Only show paste buttons if clipObj is set

During introduction of the paste buttons for empty folders, I assumed

that the clipboard object is always set.

This might not be the case, e.g. in EXT:sphinx 4.0.0.

Wrap the paste button code with a check if the clibObj is set.

We can not set the clibObj here, because it depends on variables of the

calling class.

Resolves: #48603

Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0

Change-Id: I2c7c322c9cb994cfdfa1511c96e8c7da143dc77a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/21513

Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn

Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

History

#1 - 2013-05-28 15:17 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/21131

#2 - 2013-06-19 01:24 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/21131

#3 - 2013-06-19 21:52 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/21513

#4 - 2013-06-19 21:53 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/21514

#5 - 2013-06-19 22:31 - Philipp Gampe

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 0760e9f780c84c2c757c6718bb79afb067d5388d.

#6 - 2018-10-02 12:14 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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